Lemma 1. /3(Gi©G2) = B(Gi)B(Gi).
Proof. If G is a graph, we denote by ViG) the set of vertices of G and by E(G) the set of edges of G. We say that a subset S C V(G) is independent if for any a, b in 5, (a, 6)$£(G).
If 5 is a set, we denote by | S\ the number of elements in 5. Now, let 5,C ViG/) 7 = 1, 2) be independent sets such that \S/\ =j8(G,-). If S={ai®a2 : aiESi and aiESi}, then 5 is an independent set of Gi © G2. Therefore, /3(Gi © Gi) \S\=8iGi)BiGi).
Suppose rCF(Gi©G2) is an independent set such that \T\ = BiGi®d). For aEVid), let Tia) = {bEF(G2) :a®bET}. Then for each aE Vid), Tia) is an independent set of G2. Therefore, for
We say that a homomorphism/ : G-=>H is surjective if/ :
If we denote by Kn the complete graph of n vertices, then the chromatic number of a graph G can be defined as the smallest integer « such that there exists a surjective homomorphism / : G^Kn. Now let m = K(Gi) and n = K(G2) and let /i : Gi-^AT, and fi : Gi-^>K" be surjective homomorphisms. Knn, we obtain K(Gi©G2) ^K(Gi)-K(G2). Proof of the Theorem. We only need to show that
By [l, Theorem 14.1.1, p. 225], we have
By Lemma 1, P(GX®G2) = P(Gx)l3(G2). It is obvious that o(Gi©G2)
Finally, we present an example to show that the inequality The example shows that K(GiffiG2) g8<9 = K(Gi)K(G2).
